The intelligibility of an accent strongly depends on the specific talker-listener pairing. To explore the mechanism of this influence, we investigated the relationship between acoustic-phonetic similarity and accent intelligibility across native (L1) and non-native (L2) talker-listener pairings. We also used online measures to observe processing differences in quiet. Method: English (N=16) and Spanish (N=16) listeners heard Standard Southern British English, Glaswegian English and Spanish-accented English in a speech recognition task (in quiet and noise) and an EEG task (quiet only) designed to elicit the Phonological Mismatch Negativity (PMN) and N400 effect. Stimuli were drawn from the Non-native Speech Recognition sentences (Stringer & Iverson, in preparation). The acoustic-phonetic similarity between listeners' accents and the three accents was calculated using the ACCDIST metric (Huckvale, 2004 (Huckvale, , 2007 . Results: Talker-listener pairing had a clear influence on accent intelligibility. This was linked to the phonetic similarity of the talkers and listeners, but similarity could not account for all findings. The influence of talker-listener pairing on processing in quiet was less clear, but it seems that a close match between talkerlistener accents is required to elicit a PMN response. The N400 is more robust to accent mismatches, with some relationship to intelligibility. Conclusion: These findings suggest that the influence of talker-listener pairing on intelligibility may be partly attributable to accent similarity in addition to accent familiarity. Online measures also show that differences in talker-listener accents can disrupt processing in quiet even where accents are highly intelligible.
interactions (Adank et al., 2009; Sumner & Samuel, 2009) . Familiarity with non-native accents can also aid intelligibility, as Dutch listeners who regularly interact with Germanaccented Dutch talkers recognised words in this accent more quickly than inexperienced listeners. The inexperienced listeners also initially only showed priming effects for weakly and medium accented words, whereas experienced listeners were also primed by strongly accented words (Witteman, Weber & McQueen, 2013) . For non-native listeners, a standard native language becomes more intelligible as proficiency in the target language develops, possible because non-native listeners' exposure to a native accent increases with proficiency.
When talker and listener have the same L1, proficient listeners behave like native listeners, in that a standard native accent is more intelligible than their non-native accent. This has been found for standard English accents (SSBE or General American) and the listeners' accent for experienced French (Pinet et al., 2011) , Spanish (Imai, Walley & Flege, 2005) , Dutch (van Wijngaarden, Steeneken & Houtgast, 2002) and Chinese listeners (Hayes-Harb et al., 2008) .
Intermediate non-native listeners (with L1s listed above and also Korean) often find the standard accent and their own accent equally intelligible (Bent & Bradlow, 2003 , Imai et al., 2005 , Pinet & Iverson, 2010 , van Wijngaarden, 2001 , Xie & Fowler, 2013 , and low proficiency non-native listeners tend to find their own accent to be most intelligible (Pinet & Iverson, 2010; Pinet et al., 2011; Van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; Xie & Fowler, 2013) .
While these findings suggest that familiarity is a major determinant of accent intelligibility, recent evidence shows that the acoustic-phonetic similarity between talkerlistener accents is also influential. Pinet et al. (2011) measured accent similarity in terms of vowel spectral properties and vowel duration, finding a strong positive relationship between similarity and intelligibility across numerous native and non-native talker-listener pairings.
For example, SSBE listeners found their accent more intelligible than a Northern Irish accent, which was more intelligible than French-and Korean-accented English; this pattern was also found in terms of accent similarity. As it could be expected that listeners' familiarity with the accents also follows this pattern, these findings could suggest that effects previously attributed to familiarity may actually have stemmed from differences in accent similarity.
These findings could be extrapolated more generally to standard-accented native listeners; regional accents differ systematically in phonetic realisation of phonemes from a standard accent (Wells, 1982, pp. 72-86) , and non-native accents contain both systematic variations due to L1 influence (Walter, 2001) and unsystematic variations relating to proficiency (e.g., Flege, Bohn & Jang, 1997) , so accent similarity may account for many of the findings described above. Non-native listeners' finding a native accent more intelligible as proficiency develops could also be accounted for by similarity, as their accents also become more acoustically-phonetically similar to a native accent as proficiency improves (Burgos et al., 2014 , Pinet et al., 2011 .
Accent similarity can also explain some patterns of intelligibility that cannot be accounted for by familiarity. Pinet et al. (2011) found SSBE and Korean-accented English to be equally intelligible for low-proficiency French listeners. Familiarity suggests that nonnative listeners would find SSBE (which they are exposed to through teaching materials and the media) to be more intelligible than unfamiliar Korean-accented English. However, the French listeners' accent was equally distant from the two accents in terms of vowel spectral properties and duration, which may explain why they are equally intelligible for these listeners (Pinet et al., 2011) . Studies focusing on specific vowel pairs have also found that spectrally similar vowels tend to be more intelligible than more distant vowels (Oder, Clopper & Ferguson, 2013; Witteman et al., 2013; Wright & Souza, 2013) . Together, these findings show that the interaction of acoustic-phonetic features of the listener-talker accents may contribute to intelligibility in addition to familiarity.
For non-native talkers and listeners with different L1s, accent similarity also seems to be important. If the L1s are fairly similar, listeners may find a talker's accent to be as intelligible as their own; Chinese and Korean-accented English is equally intelligible for Chinese and Korean listeners (Bent & Bradlow, 2003) . If talker's L1 is more different to the listener's, this accent may be less intelligible than their own, particularly if the talker and/or listener has low proficiency in the target language. This has been found for French and Korean-accented English for experienced (but not proficient) French listeners (Pinet et al., 2011) , Dutch and Japanese-accented English for Dutch listeners (Weber, Broersma & Aoyagi, 2011) and Korean and Arabic-accented English for both groups of listeners (Stibbard & Lee, 2006) . These findings likely arise from interaction of the L1s with the target language.
For similar L1s (e.g., Korean and Chinese), phonetic features of the talker's L1 interact with the target language in a similar way to the listener's L1, producing similar accent features (Bent & Bradlow, 2003) . Conversely, for quite different L1s (e.g., Korean and Arabic), the phonetic features of the talker's accent can be very different to those of the listener's (Stibbard & Lee, 2006) . This again suggests that accent similarity may influence intelligibility.
Although accent similarity may be able to account for a lot of differences in intelligibility, it has limitations. In particular, similarity cannot account for asymmetry in intelligibility for standard-regional accent pairings, as the two accents should be equally distant across the pairing. Similarity would then suggest that talkers and listeners find each other's accents equally intelligible, but familiarity gives regional listeners the advantage over standard listeners. Short-term exposure can also allow some adaptation to unfamiliar accents. Witteman et al. (2013) found that hearing a story in German-accented Dutch was sufficient for the inexperienced listeners to show a priming effect for strongly accented words, although they continued to respond more slowly than experienced listeners. Native listeners' recognition of a non-native accent can also improve during the course of testing, in terms of speed (Clarke & Garrett, 2004) and accuracy , and listeners show rapid perceptual learning of ambiguous phoneme realisations, such as tokens between /s/ and /ʃ/ (Kraljic & Samuel, 2005) or between /f/ and /s/ (McQueen, Cutler & Norris, 2006) . While not an accent in itself, accommodating systematic phoneme variations like this could be analogous to adapting to the variation in accented speech. As the similarity between talkerlistener accents will not change during such short time frames, these rapid adaptations also suggest that listeners are able to use knowledge of an accent to boost intelligibility.
The influence of talker-listener pairing on accent intelligibility is well-established, but differences in intelligibility are generally elicited in noise, and may not be observed if speech is presented in quiet. That is, a range of accents can be highly intelligible in quiet, but intelligibility differences emerge as phonetic information is removed in a degraded signal.
For example, SSBE and Glaswegian accents are equally intelligible in quiet for SSBElisteners (Adank et al., 2009), and Pinet et al.'s (2011) findings suggest that SSBE and proficient French listeners find SSBE, Northern-Irish, French and Korean accents all to be highly intelligible in quiet, even though they show distinct tuning to the SSBE accent in noise. This could suggest that the influence of talker-listener pairing arises specifically as an interaction with noise, but it seems more likely that differences in accent processing do occur in quiet but are difficult to observe behaviourally using outcome-based measures (e.g., word recognition accuracy scores, response times) which may not be sensitive enough to identify subtle disruptions in processing that are not severe enough to prevent successful word recognition. To explore the influence of talker-listener pairing in quiet, online electrophysiological measures may be useful. There are two event-related potential components (ERPs) of interest; the Phonological Mapping Negativity (PMN) and the N400 effect, which occur around 300ms and 400ms after critical word onset, respectively. In the context of lexical competition, Connolly & Phillips (1994) propose that the PMN relates to phonological mapping of input to the stored representations of activated candidates during lexical selection, and that the N400 reflects semantic integration of the recognised word with the context. The ERPs are elicited by input which violates either phonological (PMN) or semantic (N400) expectations about upcoming words, with greater violations of expectations leading to more negative responses (e.g., Connolly & Phillips, 1994; Diaz & Swaab, 2007; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Newman & Connolly, 2009) .
Recent studies suggest that talker-listener pairing does influence word recognition processing at varying levels in quiet. Brunellière and Soto-Faraco (2013) found that Catalan speakers showed PMN and N400 effects in response to their own accent and a regional accent. The PMN seemed to be smaller for the regional accent, and the N400 seems equivalent for both accents, but relative response sizes were not specifically analysed. They also found that when a sentence's final word was semantically expected but appeared in the 'other' accent, switching from the listeners' accent to the regional accent elicited a PMN response, but the reverse did not. They suggest this shows that phonological representations activated during lexical selection are less specified when processing a regional accent, but that semantic expectations are developed in both home and regional accents. Goslin, Duffy and Floccia (2012) presented listeners with neutral sentences in their own, regional and nonnative accents. For the PMN, the biggest response was for a regional accent, followed by their own accent and smallest for a non-native accent. For the N400, responses were equivalent for regional and their own accents, and again smallest for a non-native accent. The authors suggest this shows that regional accents disrupt phonological mapping processes, while non-native accents cause more long-lived disruption that must be compensated for at a later lexical integration stage of word recognition. There seems to be some similarity in the findings of these two studies for regional accent processing, but ERP findings for non-native accent processing are less consistent; in response to semantic violations, equivalent N400 effects were elicited for Turkish-accented and native Dutch (Hanulíková, van Alphen, van Gogh & Weber, 2012) , and a larger N400 effect was elicited in response to a mixed group of non-native Spanish accents than a native Spanish accent (Romero-Rivas, Martin & Costa, 2015) .
Differences in PMN and N400 effects found in these studies could arise from a number of factors. Goslin et al. (2012) and Romero-Rivas et al. (2015) analysed ERPs in response to mixed groups of accents; as the specific talker-listener pairing is highly influential on accent processing, mixing pairs could obscure differences in processing. Finally, accent intelligibility could also be a source of variation, as studies with artificially degraded speech show that more intelligible speech elicits larger N400 effects (Aydelott, Dick & Mills, 2006; Boulenger, Hoen, Jacquier & Meunier, 2011; Obleser & Kotz, 2011; Strauß, Kotz & Obleser, 2013) . Less intelligible speech limits access to semantic information, leading to weaker semantic expectations about upcoming words and in turn smaller N400 effects (Aydelott et al., 2006) . Phonological expectations may be affected in a similar way, as a PMN effect has been found for clear, but not degraded speech (Strauß et al., 2013) . None of the studies above formally compared ERP magnitude with accent intelligibility, but Goslin et al. (2012) did report intelligibility ratings. The same pattern was found as for the N400 effect; the listeners' own accent and the regional accents were rated as being equally intelligible, with non-native accents being less intelligible (Goslin et al., 2012) .
The current study further investigated the mechanism of influence of the talker-listener pairing comparing intelligibility in noise to talker-listener phonetic similarity, and to online measures of accent processing at phonological and lexical levels in quiet. The study included two listener groups (SSBE and Spanish-accented listeners) and three talker groups (SSBE, Glaswegian English and Spanish-accented English). A word recognition task was used to establish accent intelligibility for each talker-listener pair, and the acoustic-phonetic similarity of accent pairs in terms of vowel spectral properties and vowel duration were calculated. Based on previous findings (Pinet et al., 2011) , we expected to find a positive relationship between accent similarity and intelligibility. To explore processing in quiet, listeners were also presented with sentences in the same three accents in an ERP task designed to elicit the PMN and N400 effect, allowing us to investigate the influence of talkerlistener pairing on different processing stages. Based on findings relating to degraded speech (e.g., Aydelott et al., 2006) and comparisons with intelligibility ratings (Goslin et al. 2012), we expected larger PMN and N400 responses for more intelligible accents. 
Methods

Participants
Stimuli and Apparatus
Four talkers (2 male, 2 female) of SSBE, Glaswegian English (GE), and Spanishaccented English (SpE) recorded the complete set of Non-native Speech Recognition (NNSR) sentences (Stringer & Iverson, in preparation) . SSBE and SpE talkers had the same language background described above for English and Spanish listeners, respectively. Recordings were made in a recording booth in London (SSBE talkers and one GE talker), Glasgow (remaining GE talkers) or northeastern Spain (SpE talkers) at a sampling rate of 44100 Hz and 24 bits per sample. Speech-shaped noise was generated for each talker based on the smoothed longterm spectrum of their speech recordings. Sentences were embedded in this noise at +3dB, 0dB and −3dB signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).
The NNSR sentences comprise 432 triplets of sentences in three semantic conditions; semantically predictable (strongly constrained sentence + congruous final keyword), semantically neutral (weakly constrained sentence + congruous final keyword) and semantically anomalous (strongly constrained sentence + incongruous final keyword). An example triplet is shown in Table 1 . Sentence context was established by two or three 'pointer' keywords (with the final keyword, this gives three or four keywords per sentence).
Pointer keywords are the words which provide context, with remaining words carrying little semantic information. Weakly constrained sentences were created by replacing pointer keywords in strongly constrained sentences with more general words. Sentence types are matched on mean syllable, word and pointer keyword counts. Final keywords are restricted to nouns. Congruous/incongruous pairs are immediately phonetically distinguishable and matched on syllable count, stress pattern, lexical frequency, phonological neighbourhood density and phonological Levenshtein distance. Semantically neutral sentences were presented in the speech-in-noise recognition task, and semantically predictable and semantically anomalous sentences in the ERP task.
EEG data recordings were made from 64 Ag-AgCl active electrodes (BioSemi) arranged according to the 10/20 system, along with electrodes placed above and below the left eye and electrodes adjacent to the external canthus of each eye. Data were collected at a sampling rate of 2048Hz, online referenced to the left mastoid and filtered with a low-pass cut-off of 100Hz and a high-pass cut-off of 0.16Hz. Stimuli were presented through Etymotic ER-1 insert earphones.
Procedure
Speech-in-noise recognition task. 432 semantically neutral NNSR sentences were presented binaurally over headphones at a comfortable listening volume. Listeners verbally repeated words they understood, and the experimenter recorded the number of keywords correctly identified per sentence. Sentences were presented in quiet and three noise levels, with each condition containing an equal number of sentences from each talker. Sentences appeared in a random order and were not repeated. Across the experiment, sentence distribution was counterbalanced between participants so each sentence appeared in all accents and noise conditions. Short breaks were given throughout the task, which took around one hour in total.
Accent similarity analysis. After the speech-in-noise recognition task, listeners recorded 48 semantically predictable NNSR sentences using the above procedure. The acoustic-phonetic similarity of accents for each talker-listener pair was calculated in terms of vowel spectral properties and vowel duration. Vowel similarity was focused on as it is practical to measure, and can be reliably used to identify English accents (Huckvale, 2004) .
Vowels (excluding schwa) were identified with automatic phonetic alignment of a phonological transcription to the recording using the HTK Hidden Markov Modelling Toolkit (1989) . Alignments were hand-checked for errors.
Vowel spectral similarity was calculates using the ACCDIST metric (Huckvale, 2004 (Huckvale, , 2007 . For each talker and listener, Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were calculated across the first and second half of each vowel. MFCCs of vowels appearing in repeated tokens of words were averaged across the tokens, but vowels occurring in different contexts (e.g., 'large'/'stars') were not averaged. An intra-speaker vowel spectral distance table was computed based on the Euclidian distance between the MFCC vectors of each pair of vowels. This use of relative, rather than absolute distances between vowels normalises speaker-specific differences in production (Huckvale, 2007) . Accent similarity for each talker-listener pair was given by the correlation between their vowel spectral distance tables.
For each listener, accent similarity was averaged across the four talkers of each accent to give a representative measure of the similarity of their accent to each accent group as a whole.
Vowel duration similarity was also calculated. For each talker and listener, a list of the duration of 341 individual vowel tokens (excluding schwa) was compiled, and the correlation between lists calculated for each talker-listener pair to give a measure of accent similarity. Accent similarity for each listener was averaged across talkers in an accent group in the same way as described above.
The average similarity of accents within talkers of each accent and the two listener groups were also calculated by finding the spectral and durational correlation between talkertalker or listener-listener pair within a group as described above, and then averaging the correlation across the group.
ERP task. The ERP task took place one to four days before the speech-in-noise recognition task. Participants heard either the predictable or anomalous sentence (216 of each) from the 432 sentence triplets of the NNSR sentences, with an equal number of sentences from each talker in each condition. For each participant, sentences were presented in a random order and were not repeated. The distribution of semantic and accent conditions was counterbalanced so that each possible combination occurred across the experiment. All sentences were presented in quiet.
Participants first heard a short beep, where they were instructed to blink. After 1s silence, a sentence was played, followed by 0.75s silence and another longer beep.
Participants were asked not to blink again until they heard this second beep. To ensure participants attended to the sentences, they decided if the final word was congruous and pressed a button labelled "yes" or "no" on a keyboard held on their lap at the second beep.
The next sentence was presented after this response. A short initial training task was given, with 4 sentences in each accent (these sentences were not repeated in the main task). Short breaks were given after every 50 sentences, and the task took around 45 minutes. EEG analysis. Unless otherwise specified, data were processed using SPM8 (Litvak et al., 2011) . Data were re-referenced offline to an electrode on the tip of the nose, high-pass filtered with a cut-off of 0.5Hz, low-pass filtered with a cut-off of 30Hz and down-sampled to 512Hz. Eye-movement artifacts were corrected using independent component analysis For each participant, the PMN and N400 effect were calculated using responses measured at the Cz electrode. Cz was selected as the PMN has a frontal-central distribution (e.g.: Newman, Connolly, Service & McIvor, 2003) and the N400 is usually concentrated over centro-parietal sites (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011 for review) .The PMN for each accent was found by averaging response amplitude for each semantic condition across the 200-350ms time window (post final-word onset), and subtracting mean amplitude for semantically predictable sentences from that of anomalous sentences. The N400 effect was calculated based on each participant's average N400 latency across all accents, because this ERP often has a longer latency for non-native listeners than native listeners (e.g.: Hahne, 2001; Weber-Fox & Neville, 1996) . Latency was found by subtracting responses to predictable sentences from those to anomalous sentences at each sample within the 350-500ms time window (post final-word onset), then averaging across accents to give a mean N400 effect. The time point of the most negative-going amplitude within the window was used as that participant's N400 latency. The N400 effect for each accent was calculated by averaging response amplitude for each semantic condition at this latency, and then subtracting mean amplitude for semantically predictable sentences from that of anomalous sentences. Table 2 . To investigate further, word recognition accuracy was entered into a logistic mixed-effects model as a binomial variable showing recognition accuracy (containing the number of correctly identified keywords and the total number of keywords for each sentence, this format was used for the accuracy variable in all analyses). Fixed effects of listener group, accent and noise level (including interaction terms) were included, along with by-listener, by-speaker and by-item random intercepts. The model was fit using the glmer function in the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler, Bolker & Walker, 2014) in the R environment (R Core Team, 2017; all logistic mixed-effects models described were fit using this algorithm, and all analysis was conducted using R).
Results
Accent Intelligibility
Significant main effects were found of listener group (χ 2 =82.70, df=1, p<0.001), accent (χ 2 =16.99, df=2, p<0.001) and noise level (χ 2 =2135.72, df=3, p<0.001). This shows English listeners were more accurate than Spanish listeners, the three accents were not equally intelligible, and increased noise levels led to lower intelligibility. All interactions were also significant; listener group*accent (χ 2 =384.36, df=2, p<0.001), listener group*noise level (χ 2 =118.93, df=3, p<0.001), accent*noise level (χ 2 =96.205, df=6, p<0.001), and the three-way interaction term (χ 2 =52.08, df=6, p<0.001). The key variables of listener group and accent were investigated with pairwise contrasts (Bonferroni-corrected) of accent intelligibility (for each group separately). This was done using the mcposthoc function in the R package 'LMERConvenienceFunctions' (Tremblay & Ransjin, 2015 , also used for other posthoc tests unless stated). These showed that across all noise levels, for English listeners, SSBE>GE>SpE (all p<0.05) and for Spanish listeners, SSBE=SpE>GE (p<0.01).
To explore the three-way interaction, Tukey post-hoc comparisons were run using the glht function in the multcomp package (Hothorn, Bretz & Westfall, 2008) . This required constructing another model where listener group, accent and noise level factors were recoded as a single fixed effect variable with a discrete level for each possible combination of the original variable levels. Different patterns of intelligibility are seen as noise level increases. In quiet, speech recognition accuracy is equivalent for most talker-listener pairings, although GE for Spanish listeners is less intelligible than most other pairings. In noise, English listeners show the intelligibility pattern SSBE>GE>SpE; this is beginning to emerge at +3dB, and is very clear at 0dB and +3dB. Spanish listeners consistently show the pattern SSBE=SpE>GE in noise. As noise increases, accent intelligibility for each talker-listener pair is significantly lower at each noise level (all p<0.01), with two exceptions: high noise levels (-3dB) are required to disrupt the intelligibility of SSBE for English listeners compared to quiet conditions, and the intelligibility of GE for these listeners is also robust in light noise (+3dB) compared to quiet.
These findings show that English listeners are highly tuned into their own SSBE accent; in adverse conditions, it remains highly intelligible until a high level of background noise is present. They are also somewhat tuned to the GE accent, as the intelligibility of this accent was not affected by light noise. Spanish listeners are equally tuned to the SSBE and SpE accents, but struggled to recognise the GE accent even in quiet.
Accent Acoustic-Phonetic Similarity
The average acoustic-phonetic correlation within talker accent and listener groups is given in Table 3 . All groups are more similar in terms of vowel duration than vowel spectral properties, likely because vowel duration can vary in one dimension, whereas vowel spectral properties can vary in many more ways. GE talkers and Spanish talkers and listeners are less homogenous than the SSBE talkers and listeners, particularly in terms of spectral properties.
This could arise from a number of factors; although asked to speak naturally, GE talkers may have modulated their speech while interacting with the non-GE experimenter, and one GE talker also lived in London. There is more variation within non-native speech (Flege et al., 1997) , which can explain why the Spanish talkers and listeners are less homogeneous compared to native groups (although Spanish talkers and listeners show similar levels of variation within the groups).
The average correlation between accents across talker-listener pairings are shown in Table 2 . To establish patterns of accent similarity, measures of similarity between each listener-talker accent combination based on vowel spectral and durational similarity were entered into separate linear mixed-effects models with talker accent and listener group as fixed effects (also including their interaction term), and by-listener random intercepts. The model was fit using the lmer function from the R package 'LmerTest' (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & Christensen, 2016 ; all linear mixed-effects models were fit using this algorithm).
For vowel spectral similarity, there were significant effects of listener group (F(1,32)=29.33, p<0.0001), accent (F(2,64)=88.21, p<0.0001) and the listener group*accent interaction (F(2,64)=136.46, p<0.0001). Posthoc pairwise contrasts (Bonferroni-corrected) showed that spectral similarity between accents differed for the two listener groups; SSBE>GE (p<0.001)>SpE (p=0.0173) for English listeners and SpE>SSBE (p<0.001)>GE (p=0.0105) for Spanish listeners.
For durational similarity, there were also significant effects of listener group (F(1,31) =32.17, p<0.0001), accent (F(2,64)=323.85, p<0.0001) and the listener group*accent interaction (F(2, 64)=209.76, p<0.0001). For English listeners, pairwise contrasts (Bonferroni-corrected) showed the same pattern of durational similarity as for spectral similarity, SBBE>GE>SpE (all differences p<0.0001). For Spanish listeners, the pattern differed slightly; SSBE and SpE were equally durationally similar to the listeners' accents, and both were more similar than GE (p<0.001).
The intelligibility of each accent (in noise only) for each listener is plotted against the spectral and durational similarity between talker-listener vowels in Figure 2 .
These plots suggest there is a positive relationship between talker-listener accent similarity and intelligibility. To explore further, word recognition accuracy was entered into two logistic mixed-effects models, containing the fixed effect of either vowel spectral similarity or vowel durational similarity. Both models also contained fixed effects of listener group and noise level, the interaction between the similarity measure and listener group, and by-accent, by-listener, by-speaker and by-item random intercepts (by-accent random intercepts were included instead of a fixed effect of accent to avoid over-fitting the model, as the acousticphonetic similarity itself is a measure of accent).
For the spectral similarity model, significant effects were found for vowel spectral similarity (χ 2 =148.6, df=1, p<0.001), listener group (χ 2 =65.9, df=1, p<0.001), noise level (χ 2 =2166.4, df=3, p<0.001) and the vowel spectral similarity*listener group interaction (χ 2 =100.9, df=1, p<0.001). For the durational similarity model, model, all effects were also significant: vowel durational similarity (χ 2 =196.9, df=1, p<0.001), listener group (χ 2 =7.8, df=1, p=0.005), noise level (χ 2 =2173.4, df=3, p<0.001) and the vowel durational similarity*listener group interaction (χ 2 =47.2 df=1, p<0.001). The significant effects of the similarity measures further support the hypothesis that talker-listener acoustic-phonetic similarity accounts for some variance in accent intelligibility. The interactions with listener group show that this relationship differs for the two listener groups. Figure 2 suggests this relationship is stronger for English listeners, which was confirmed by the correlations between each similarity measure and word recognition accuracy for the two listener groups (calculated using the polyserial function from the CTT package in R, Willse, 2014) . For both types of similarity, English listeners show a stronger relationship between accent similarity and intelligibility: vowel spectral similarity, rho = 0.33 (English listeners) and 0.28 (Spanish listeners), vowel durational similarity, rho = 0.34 (English listeners) and 0.24 for Spanish listeners. Again, this is likely to be due to the higher variability within the Spanish listeners. Figure 3 shows grand mean difference wave responses at Cz over the 1000ms epoch for each accent and listener group. EEG responses appear to differ between listener groups and across accents within groups, suggesting that talker-listener pairing is able to influence processing in quiet conditions. The PMN and N400 were analysed to investigate this influence at different processing levels. . PMN amplitudes at Cz are shown in Figure 4 . These PMN amplitudes were entered into a linear mixed-effects model with the fixed terms of listener group and accent, the listener group*accent interaction and by-participant random intercepts.
ERP Responses and Accent Intelligibility
Significant effects were found of accent (F(2, 93)=6.04, p=0.0034) and listener group (F(1,93) =4.94, p=0.0286), with English listeners showing larger responses than Spanish listeners. However, the listener group*accent interaction was not significant. The PMN is a negative-going response, with amplitudes in response to anomalous input more negative that those to predictable input, so the difference between the two amplitudes would be expected to be negative. However, for listener, only the SSBE-English listener pairing showed a sizeable PMN response, with all others very small or positive (Table 2 ). This shows that a PMN was not reliably elicited in this study, and therefore any link between PMN response amplitude and accent intelligibility was not further investigated.
N400 (350-500ms). N400 effect amplitudes at Cz are shown in Figure 4 . These amplitudes were entered into a linear mixed-effects model fixed effects of accent and listener group and by-participant random intercepts. Significant effects were found of accent (F(2, 93)=8.20, p=0.0005) and listener group (F(1, 93) =8.17, p=0.0052), but the interaction was not significant. English listeners again showed larger responses than Spanish listeners, but both groups exhibit the same general pattern in average N400 amplitude for the accents (Table 2 ). This study is interested in the relative size of N400 for accents within each listener group, rather than overall differences between the groups, so pairwise comparisons (Bonferroni-corrected) were conducted, but only contrasts within groups were considered.
For both groups, SSBE > GE (English listeners, p=0.0267; Spanish listeners, p=0.0010), but SSBE = SpE. For English listeners SpE=GE, but for Spanish listeners, SpE>GE (p=0.0393).
This seems to arise because an N400 was not reliably elicited in response to GE for Spanish listeners, as shown by the positive average N400 amplitude for this talker-listener pairing.
To investigate the relationship between lexical level processes and accent intelligibility, speech recognition scores were entered into a logistic mixed-effects model with the fixed effects of N400 response amplitude at Cz (anomalous -predictable responses), listener group and noise level, the interaction between the N400 amplitude and listener group and by-accent, by-listener, by-speaker and by-item random intercepts. Significant effects on speech recognition accuracy were found for listener group (χ 2 =85.47, df=1, p<0.001), noise level (χ 2 =2108.78, df=3, p<0.001), N400 effect amplitude (χ 2 =5.31, df=1, p=0.021) and the listener group*N400 interaction (χ 2 =15.59, df=1, p<0.001). The significant effect of N400 effect amplitude on intelligibility suggests that talker-listener pairing influences lexical level processes, even in quiet.
Discussion
As anticipated, speech recognition accuracy results show a clear influence of talkerlistener pairing on accent intelligibility; English listeners are highly tuned to their own SSBE accent, with intelligibility only being adversely affected at high noise levels. They also find GE as intelligible as SSBE in light noise, but at higher noise levels the intelligibility of GE falls to match that of SpE. Spanish listeners find SSBE and their own SpE accents equally intelligible at all noise levels, with GE consistently less intelligible, even in quiet.
Both vowel spectral qualities and duration significantly affected accent intelligibility, suggesting that acoustic-phonetic similarity between talker-listener accents can influence intelligibility. For English listeners, both measures of accent similarity mirrored accent intelligibility: their accent was most similar to SSBE, followed by GE and finally SpE. This is consistent with Pinet et al.'s findings (2011) for SSBE listeners who showed same patterns for intelligibility and similarity. For Spanish listeners the relationship between accent similarity and intelligibility was weaker due to greater variation within the group, but durational similarity did match the pattern of intelligibility of the accents. However, the SpE accent was more spectrally similar to the Spanish listeners' accent than SSBE, even though both were equally intelligible. This could reflect greater difficulties in acquiring spectral properties of English vowels, as Spanish has only five vowels (Martínez-Celdrán, Fernández-Planas, & Carrera-Sabaté, 2003) , or could suggest that exposure to SSBE has helped the accent to become more intelligible than predicted by accent similarity. Similarity also cannot explain other patterns often explained by familiarity including the asymmetry seen across standard-regional pairings, as found by Adank et al. (2009) and Sumner and Samuels (2009) and rapid adaptation to novel accents Clarke & Garrett, 2004; Kraljic & Samuel, 2005; McQueen et al., 2006; Witteman et al., 2013) . However, similarity can account for some differences that familiarity cannot, such as inexperienced French listeners finding SSBE and Korean-accented English to be equally intelligible (Pinet et al., 2011) .
Taken together, these findings suggest that accent similarity and familiarity may interact to determine the intelligibility of an accent. The acoustic-phonetic similarity between talker-listener accents could establish a baseline intelligibility, where more similar accents are easier to map onto stored abstract representations for the listener's own accent. Exposure may then allow listeners to improve mapping the accent to stored representations, increasing the intelligibility of familiar accents. This interaction can account for asymmetry across standardregional pairings; regional listeners' familiarity with the standard accent allows efficient mapping to their own representations, but standard listeners lack enough experience of the regional accent to do this, and instead the similarity of the accent is more important in determining its intelligibility. Where listeners show rapid adaptation to an accent after shortterm exposure, the initial intelligibility may be influenced by the similarity between the accent and their own, and the experience gained of the accent throughout the experiment leads to more efficient mapping to their stored representations, allowing quicker or more accurate responses. Further research is needed to explore this hypothesis, using a greater variety of talker-listener pairings (including a regional listener group and talker accents that differ in familiarity for listener groups) and tracking adaptation over the experiment.
This study also investigated the influence of talker-listener pairing on online measures of accent processing in quiet. We considered two ERPs related to word recognition, the PMN and N400. The PMN is involved in phonological processing, particularly mapping input onto representations of activated lexical candidates (Connolly & Phillips, 1994) . A significant effect of PMN amplitude on intelligibility was found, but a reliable PMN response was only elicited for the SSBE talker-English listener pairing. As the GE accent was also highly intelligible in quiet for English listeners, this shows that the talker-listener pairing can disrupt phonological processing even if this is not observed behaviourally. Brunellière and Soto-Faraco (2013) propose that accent variation modulates listeners' expectations of upcoming words; in a regional accent, listeners form broad phonological expectations about upcoming words, but only generate fine-grained phonological expectations for their own accent. Our findings suggest that native listeners only formed phonological expectations for their own accent, and non-native listeners did not form strong expectations at all. This difference to Brunellière and Soto-Faraco's findings (2013) may stem from the talker-listener pairings in the studies; Brunellière and Soto-Faraco's (2013) standard and regional accents show fairly minor differences in the application of vowel reduction, while the SSBE, GE and SpE accents in the current study differ considerably. There was also quite high variation within the Spanish talker and listener groups, leading to a low level of similarity for this pairing. Based on these findings, it may then be possible that a PMN is only elicited where the talker's speech is very similar to the listener's, in order to allow efficient mapping to representations.
The N400 is involved in later stages of lexical processing relating to semantic integration (Connolly & Phillips, 1994) . This ERP was more robust to mismatches in talker-listener pairing, with only the Spanish listener-GE talker failing to elicit an N400 effect. A significant effect was found of N400 on intelligibility, suggesting that talker-listener pairing also influences lexical levels of processing in quiet. For all but one talker-listener pairing, the same patterns were found for N400 amplitude as for the intelligibility of the accents in noise, which is consistent with findings showing more intelligible artificially degraded speech elicits larger N400 effects (Aydelott et al., 2006; Boulenger et al., 2011; Obleser & Kotz, 2011; Strauß et al. 2013 ). However, for English listeners, the N400 for the SpE accent was not significantly different to either SSBE or GE despite being the least intelligible accent, showing that the influence of talker-listener pairing at the lexical integration stage of word recognition is not solely due to accent intelligibility. Socio-linguistic factors may also influence processing; listeners are more tolerant of variation and errors in non-native than native speech (Hanulíková et al., 2012; Schmid & Yeni-Komshian, 1999) and process it in less detail (Lev-Ari & Keysar, 2012) . Word recognition can also be delayed if listeners are less confident of correctly identifying the input (McQueen & Huettig, 2012; Trude, Tremblay & Brown-Schmidt, 2013) , possibly to avoid incorrectly recognising words and then needing to apply costly repair processes. Factors such as these may then modulate listeners' expectations about accented speech in addition to accent intelligibility and so influence the N400.
The findings of this study and the inconsistency of findings across EEG studies of accent processing suggests that the specific-talker listener pairing is highly influential on online word recognition processes. Apart from the current study, EEG studies have defined accents only in terms of standard/home, regional or non-native categories, but the importance of the specific talker-listener pairing on accent processing suggests that these broad categories are too general; what applies to one study's standard-regional pairing may not apply to different standard-regional pairings in other studies. Goslin et al. (2012) and Romero-Rivas et al. (2015) also included multiple accents within their regional and nonnative groupings. As the intelligibility of accents within these groups can differ greatly, combining accents in this way may also have obscured processing differences relating to the particular talker-listener pairing.
Conclusion
This study investigated two aspects of the mechanism through which talker-listener pairing influences accent intelligibility; the relationship between accent similarity and intelligibility and online measures of phonological and lexical level processes. Findings provided further support for Pinet et al.'s hypothesis (2011) that the acoustic-phonetic similarity of accents can account for variance in intelligibility. It seems likely that similarity interacts with accent familiarity; similarity may provide a baseline level of intelligibility that exposure can improve on. In terms of online processing, a high level of similarity between talker-listener accents seems to be required to elicit the PMN response, showing that the talker-listener pairing can disrupt processing even for accents that are highly intelligible in quiet. At later lexical integration processes, it seems that the talker-listener pairing is influential, but factors further than similarity and intelligibility also influence processing. 
